HONEYWELL AT A GLANCE

$10.7B
Performance Materials and Technologies

$12.9B
Aerospace

~$35B
2018 SALES¹

$5.4B
Honeywell Building Technologies

$6.3B
Safety and Productivity Solutions

1 Represents 2018 sales excluding Garrett (the former Transportation Systems business) and Resideo (the former Homes and ADI global distribution business); Differences between segment sales figures and the sum of sales figures for the businesses within each segment are due to rounding

2 Represents 2019E sales

SALES BY REGION¹

46% UNITED STATES
23% EUROPE
7% OTHER AMERICAS
9% MIDDLE EAST
8% INDIA
2% OTHER
2% MIDDLE EAST
2% OTHER

~40% Long-Cycle
~60% Short-Cycle

DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO²

DEFENSE & SPACE OE
COMM'L AERO OE
COMM'L OE
COMM'L AFTERMARKET
BUILDING SOLUTIONS
PRODUCTIVITY PRODUCTS
WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
UOP
ADVANCED MATERIALS
PROCESS SOLUTIONS
SAFETY